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Various asymptotic expansions reduce to an integral of the form 
J 
m 
u(x, xz) dx, ZjKJ 
0 
where 0(x, c) has an expansion as c -+ ~II in terms of the functions 
CVn Urn, a complex, m integer 20. For instance, the singular differential 
operator which is the Friedrichs extension in L*(O, XJ) of 
A = 4:+x-32, w!l 
where u is constant > -$ has resolvent with a symmetric kernel involving 
Bessel functions, 
~~YY’*Lw ~“~Y~~~ .xG y, v = (u + ;y*. 
Callias [3] treats this for u > 3, in which case A is essentially self-adjoint. 
The resolvent does not have finite trace, but it does have a “distributional 
trace” given by the integral . 
for q5 in the Schwartz space Y(R’). This is an example of (O.l), and the 
function cr(x, c) = x4(x) Z”(c) J&(c) has an expansion in terms of [-I, [-*,... 
as [ + cc in any open sector iarg ci c 7r/2 - s. This example is developed in 
Section 3 below, and Section 4 generalizes it to the case where the term u in 
(0.2) is a Cw function with u(O) > -i and lu(x)j < C(1 +x). This is an 
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alternate approach to recent results of B&ring [ 11, who constructs the 
heat kernel for an operator like (0.2), but on L*(O, 1) rather than L*(O, co). 
Section 5 outlines another application of (O.l), rederiving Uhlmann’s 
expansion for conical refraction [8]. 
A significant but digicult generalization would be to the case where a(x) 
is an appropriate unbounded operator on a Hilbert space. If this operator 
is independent of x, the generalization does not seem too hard, and it 
allows a derivation of the expansions obtained by Cheeger at conical 
singularities of “product” type. 
A very similar general expansion has been given by Callias, Markenscoff, 
and Uhlmann in [3-51, and of course the basic idea occurs in [8,3]; 
similar phenomena are found in the work of Briining and Heintze [2]. 
These papers consider 
1 ()a f(s/x, x) x - wdx, Re(w)<O, s+O+ 
which corresponds essentially to (0.1) with 
4% 0 =.f(K x) l-9 s = l/z. 
The proof in [5] uses the Mellin transform, which is similar to the analytic 
continuation method given here. 
The expansions in [ 1,3] are for the heat kernel; allowing z to be com- 
plex in our expansion of the resolvent permits a passage to the heat kernel 
by contour integration. 
Earlier treatments of (0.1) in the case where 0(x, 4) has the form 
j(x) h(xc), and with more general conditions on /z(x) at x = 0, are found in 
[lo, 111. 
The operator (0.2) has a “regular singular” point at x =O. It seems 
natural to expect this kind of singularity to lead to a resolvent with an 
expansion in terms of xz; hence the name “regular singular asymptotics.” 
Thanks are due to Callias, Uhlmann, and Richard Melrose for useful dis- 
cussions related to this topic. 
1. THE EXPANSION 
Suppose that g(x, c) is defined on R’ x C, where C is an open wedge 
C= {largcl <n-e} 
in the complex 4 plane, E > 0. Suppose that 0 is C* in x, with derivatives 
analytic in c for [ in C, and that rr has an expansion 
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where each cm,,, is in 9’(R’), a runs through a discrete set of complex num- 
bers, Re (a) + -co, each m is an integer 20, and there are at most finitely 
many m for each a. The relation (1.1) is taken to mean that for all x > 0, 
c in C, and non-negative integers J, K, M, 
for some constant q,. (We are really interested in cr(x, xz), which may be 
delmed only for lzl > q,, or Ill/x > q,.) For small c we assume that 
where @(x, {) = a:c(x, 0, and CK is independent of 6 for 0 < 13 < 1, and 
of { E C for l<l = co, a constant. (By resealing z, we can assume that co = 1.) 
Condition (1.2b) would follow if for x < s, l#)(x, SO\ < g&) s-K with 
j: g,&) & < co, a condition given in [5]. 
THEOREM. Assuming (1.2a)-( 1.2b), then the expunsion of 
I 
m 
0(x, xz) dx, z+c0inC 
0 
has three kina% of terms. There are “boundary terms” 
where o(k)(x, c) = ~:u(x, 0. Further, euch term Gus la ln”’ [ in the giuen 
expansion ( 1.1) con tributes an “interior term” 
1 
a 
o~,,,(x)(xz)~ ltP(xz) dx. WI 
0 
Finally, $a is a negative integer, there is a further contribution 
za(ln z)m+ ‘(m+ 1)) ‘0&~-~)(0)/( -a- l)!. ml 
The integrals in (Ia) and (Ib), involving certain “moments” of 0(x, 0 
and of the terms in its expansion (l.l), may be divergent, and must be 
appropriately delined. The intent in (Ib) is to expand the integral as a com- 
bination of terms 
j onm(x) xa ink x dx, O<k<m. 
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Since frGm is in 9, these latter integrals can be (and are) defined by the 
standard identification of the functions 
XT lnm x = x=(ln x)~, x>o 
Z 0, x-co 
as distributions on P’(R’), by analytic continuation, as follows. For 4 in 
P’(R’), the integral 
f om 4(x) x’ lnm x dx (1.3) 
is analytic for Re(a) B -1. Extend this meromorphically to all CX; for 
instance, integrate by parts, using the primitives of xa 1rP x which vanish at 
x = 0. Define the integral (1.3) for Re(a) < -1 by means of this 
meromorphic extension; if a is a pole, subtract the singular part and 
evaluate just the regular part. We call this the “regular analytic extension.” 
For example, 
fern (d(x) xrndx = - low qY(x) 2 dx 
The lirst equation defines the integral for Re(a) B -2, a # -1. The second 
equation defmes it for a = -1: drop the singular part qb’(O)/(a + 1) and take 
the limit as a -+ -1 in the other term, finding 
foa 4(x) x-‘dx = - Iom 4’(x) ln x dx. 
This agrees with Hadamard’s “partie lini” interpretation. Incidentally, the 
terms (Ic) above can be seen as the result of this “regularizing” process at 
the poles-see the discussion after (1.7). 
The integral in (Ia) can likewise be delined by regular analytic con- 
tinuation. The integral for 0 <c < 1 converges by (1.2b) with 0 = 0; the 
integral for 1~ [ -C cc can be written as a fmite sum of terms of the form 
plus a convergent remainder, in view of (1.2a). As for (1.4), we have for 
Re(&< -1 
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and this continues analytically to all /? # -1. For I= -1, the Taylor 
expansion of Ed+ ’ in powers of /I + 1 gives the regular analytic con- 
tinuation 
f m ~-‘lrP[d~= -(ln2z)m+‘/(~+ 1). c 
(1Sb) 
Similarly, the integral J; cfi ln* [ dc converges for Re(fl) > -1, and regular 
analytic continuation gives 
f ~~~lnrn~d~=~~[E~+‘/(~+l)] , fl# -1 (1.6a) 0 
c (lnrn+l E)/b + 1 h fi= -1. (1.6b) 
In particular, for all b and m 
(1.7) 
For future reference we need a formula for change of scale. By the same 
understanding as for (Ib), 
(1.8) 
where the evaluation symbol indicates regular analytic extension from 
Re(a)< -1 to c?=fl. For Re(a)< -1, setting X=E~ in (1.8) gives 
If fi # - 1, the analytic continuation to a = /I gives the expected: 
fern (x/E)~ lnm(x,k) dx=c /,m <’ lnm ld<{m+. (l.lOa) 
But if /3 = -1 the regular analytic continuation of (1.9) is, by (lSa), 
&[E’+*(-~)m+1~!(LX+~)-m-‘]~~~~=E(-hE)m+’/(rFZ+~~). 
Since IF [-’ lnm C dc = 0, we get in this case 
[ry(x/~)P’lrP(x/~)dx=.s /IW~P’lnm~d[+(-ln~)“‘+‘/(~+l)]. (l.lOb) 
L 
The last term in (l.lOb) is the source of the terms in (1~). 
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Remurk. If (1.2) holds only for [ > 0, then (Ia)- is valid for ,z > 0, 
z + +co. In this case “analyticity in Y can be replaced by measurability. 
2. THE PROOF 
The proof will be given for the case z > 0; the general case follows by 
letting z + co along a ray, as indicated below. 
Suppose at lirst that each a in (1.1) has Re(cz) < -J- 1. Then we obtain 
(I) up to terms in zPJ from the Taylor expansion 
J-2 
u(x, (T) = z dk)(O, () xk/k! + 0 xJ-’ 
0 L 1 
‘I cT(J-l)(fX, C)i dt . 
0 
This gives 
f 
m a J-2 
u(x, xz) dx = 
0 f iE 
~(~~(0, xz) xkdx/k! 
0 0 
+o(( j-i”+ j,;)xJ-f locJ-lJ(tx,xz),dtdx) 
c ‘F2 (z-k-l,k!) ja dk)(O xz)(xz)kd(xz) + O(z--‘) , 
0 
by (1.2b) and (1.2a). This gives the terms in (Ia) up to O(zPJ). The 
corresponding terms in (Ib) and (Ic) are zero since, in the present case, 
u mm =0 for Re(ct)> -J- 1. 
In the general case, write 0(x, [) as a linite sum of terms having the form 
plus a remainder, where $ is Cm with $(r) = 1 for r 2 1, t,h(r)= 0 for 
r < l/2. We have just seen that the remainder has the desired expansion (I), 
up to O(zeJ); so we need only check the terms in the linite sum, up to this 
order. Thus, consider a function c such that 
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and assume sz > I. We lind 
Z,e = jm 0(x, xz) dx = Ia b(x)(xz)‘(ln XZ)~~X. 
c e 
This will give the (Ib) term. Add and subtract the divergent integral 
1; #(x)(xz)=(ln XZ)~~X and expand the integral in the subtracted term to 
iset 
I 
co 
CT(X, xz) dx = 
I 
m q5(x)(xz)a(ln xz)mdx 
e 0 
- q@)(O) xj(xz)‘(ln xz)mdx 
+ o(&J+2j&zl’Rea’+‘). WQ 
The divergent integrals are interpreted as combinations of 
j #j)(O) x’ln’x dx, and we take J> -Re(a)- 2. Next, by (2.1) 
[c+)(x, c)l = 0(( 1 + [)Re@)( 1 + ltY[)) 
so 
Z<z = j-; 0(x, xz) dx = 1; g c+(O, xz) s dx 
+ qeJ+ 2(cz)lWd + 1). 
Add and subtract the appropriate integral from c to co, and use (2.1) in the 
subtracted term, where xz > cz > 1: 
~~~~(j~(0)~(xz)~~nmxzdx 
8 0 
(2.3) 
Since by (1.7) j; cfl ln“ [ d[ = 0, (2.2) and (2.3) combine to 
Z,z + ZGs = Jam &x)(xz)’ lnm xz dx + g jom &)(O, xz) ; dx 
+ o(&J+21&zl ‘Rea’ + 1). (2.4) 
Now choose s = z?, O-CC?< 1, d close to 1. Then EZ=Z’-‘> 1 and 
~J+7Ez~lW~~l+~ zz -~(~+2)+(l-~)(lReal+l) 
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When a is close enough to 1, this is O(zPJ- ‘). Hence the terms in (2.4) are 
valid up to that order. The lirst integral in (2.4) is precisely (Ib), since here 
c7 = 4. And each term in the sum zg in (2.4) is converted by a change of 
v:iable into the corresponding term of (Ia), plus (Ic) if a + j = - 1. In fact, 
if a+j# -1 we have, using (l.lOa), 
jam @(O, XZ) g dx = 1”’ &)(O, xz) s dx 
0 
If a + j = - 1 we use (l.lOb) instead, which gives 
The additional term here is precisely (Ic), since 4 = cram and j= -a - 1. 
This completes the proof for z > 0. The general case follows by consider- 
ing the limit along a ray z = rzo, \zo\ = 1. Then 
l u(x, xz) dx = 1 oZo(x, xz) dx 
where gZO(x, Q = ~(x, zoc). This has an expansion as r + +a, and the 
terms (Ib) and (Ic) for oZ,, as z + cc reduce directly to those for c as z + co. 
The terms (Ia) are 
t-k- 1 (~~/k!) u;;)(O, 7) d7 
=z 
-k-l (ck/k!) dk)(O, [) d[ 
The integral with [‘” converges for Re(w) ~0, and the contour can be defor- 
med into a contour r, from z. to 1 and thence to + co. The continuation 
to w = k gives Jr (ck/k!) crCk)(O, [) dc, and this plus the integral from 0 to z. 
gives (Ia), by a linal contour deformation. 
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3. THE MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
We return to the example in the Introduction, the Friedrichs extension of 
the singular operator 
A= 4:+x-$2 on L*(O, co). 
Here u is a constant > -4. (In the next section, u is a function with 
u(O) 2 -$) Callias [3] treats u > $ which makes A essentially self-adjoint; 
however, that case is very similar to the Friedrichs extension when u 2 -$ 
and the case u = - $ arises naturally in treating the Laplace operator on 
,5*(Rz) in polar coordinates. 
The resolvent (A +z*)-’ has kernel [3] 
w”*Lw UYZh x<y, v=(u+$)? 
The distributional tace is j: 0(x, xz) dx where 
4% 0 =4(x) -wo zG(OP q5 in Y(P). 
The asymptotic expansion as [ + cc is [9, pp.202-2031 
and this gives the “interior terms” in (Ib): 
q5(x)dx+z-3(-u/4)jom x-*#(x)dx+ ... 
where jr x-‘&x) dx means -j 4”(x) ln x dx. The terms (Ic) give 
ln z(zP3qY(0)( -2) + higher odd powers of z-l). 
For the “boundary terms” in (Ia) we need the analytic continuation 
integral 
Z(w) = Iorn C”~v~O UC) 4, -1 <Re(w)<O. 
From [6, pp. 96,91,6] 
Z(w) = 
l z-(v+yyo$o) 
4& z(v-q) . 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
of the 
(3.4) 
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Hence the terms in (Ia) are 
+ fz-k-lz(k)qvk 
k=2 
‘)(O)/(k - l)! (3.5) 
- 
where Z(k) denotes the regular analytic continuation of (3.4), if k is an even 
integer. 
The trace of the resolvent gives the trace of the heat operator 
where Z’ is the arc { 121 = I, [arg Al < 7r/2 +s} together with the rays 
{ IAl 2 1, arg A = k (7r/2 + s)} run “upwards.” The distributional trace of 
this operator on a test function 4 in Y’(R’) is 
Integrating the above expansions (3.2), (3.3), (3.5) with &= .z &es an 
expansion in terms of rJ2 and zJ21n ?, j > -1. This was obtained in a dif- 
ferent way by Callais [3]. 
4. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS 
Consider now the operator 
A = 4; + x-%(x) on L*(O, co) (4.1) 
where u is a real-valued Cm function with u(O) 2 -4. We derive the expan- 
sion for the trace of the resolvent of the Friedrichs realization of (4.1). Let 
v = (u(0) + i)“* and denote by ZcO the kernel of (- 8; + x-*a(O) + .z*)-‘: 
x< y. (4.2) 
LEMMA 1. Acting on L*(R’), 1 < p < cq the operator with kernel 
(xy)-“*kJx, y, z) has norm O(lz[ -I). Zn uny sector [arg zl <~/2-z, the 
operators with kernels x-“‘kO and k0 y-If2 have norm O(lzl -312). For p = 2 
and q5 in 9’(R’), the HiIbert-Schmidt norms of x-“‘k&(y) and 
d(x) k0 y-l’* ure 0( IzIP’ In lzl). 
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Prcx$ The norm of an integral operator on Lp with kernel /c(x, y) is 
bounded by the larger of 
sup IW, y)l dx 1 and sup I& y)l dy. .v .Y 1 
Consider the kernel, with larg zl < 7c/2 - s: 
k(x, y) = y - l’*klJ(x, y, z) = x”*z”(xz) K”( yz), x<y 
= xl’*K”(xz) Z”( yz), y <x. 
The standard estimates for K”(c) and Z”(c) as c + 0 and c + co give 
estimates for k(x, y) 
Integrating separately for 0 G x < y and y < x, 
1 m k(x, y)/ dx < Cjzl -I’* 1 + ~ln~yz~~ 1 -e-yc’Z’ 0 (1 + Yl.4 I”* I4 
&YlZl 
+ “zr3’2 (1 + ylzl)l’2 
(1 + [ln<l)eWccd& 
Setting ylzl = r,~, the last line is 
since l+~ln~~<C(l+rj)i’*(l+~ln(~-q)l)forc>rl. 
Similar estimates establish the rest of the lemma. 
Now return to the operator ,4 in (4.1), and let K. be the integral 
operator with kernel k. in (4.2). Since k. is the kernel of 
(-q+u(o)x-* + z*)) i, we have as an identity on C:(O, a) 
&)(A + z2) = z+ &x-%(x) 
where 
b(x) = x-l[u(x) -u(O)]. 
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Assume that b is bounded. Then by Lemma 1, for n 2 1 
/1(&x-‘b)‘K,J = ii&x-“*(bx-“*I&x-I’*)“- 1bx-“2K,,j[ 
< Clz[ --*. 
Hence for z sulhciently large, the Neumann series 
K=2 (-l&,x-‘b)“& 
0 
converges, and 
K(A+z2)=Z on Cz(O, cc). (4.3) 
For z real, K is self-adjoint; from (4.3) it has dense range, so it is l-l. 
Hence the self-adjoint operator K-’ -z* can be defined (by the spectral 
theorem) and on (2: 
(K-‘-z*)#=(K-‘-z2)K(A+z2)d=A# 
by (4.3); so we have a self-adjoint extension of A, with K as its resolvent. 
(A further argument shows that this is in fact the Friedrichs extension.) 
Finally, since K is analytic in z, it agrees with the resolvent of the 
Friedrichs extension for Re(z) B 0. Lemma 1 shows further that the trace 
norm of 
d(x) KoW 1~~oY’W4 $4 * c ~W’J 
is U((~z~~‘ln~z~)*~z~‘~“). Hence the Neumann series gives an expansion of 
the trace of #(A +z2))‘$. If ‘,Q E I on the support of 4, this is the 
“distribution trace” of (A + z*)-’ on the test function 4. Letting k(x, y, z) 
be the kernel of the resolvent, this distributional trace is 
f o* 4(x) 4 x, x, z) dx = oa 4(x) ko(x, x, z) dx f 
+ . . . . (4.4) 
The asymptotics of the tirst term, as z + co, are discussed in Section 3 
above. The second term can be written in polar coordinates as 
jg’ 02(r, rz) dr, where 
c2(r, c) = -r* J+4 cos 19c(c sin 0) Z@c cos O)[b(r cos 6’) b(r sin 0) 
0 
+&r sin 0) b(r cos O)] de. (4.5) 
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For simplicity, suppose that q5 = 1 in a neighborhood of x = 0. [Typically, 4 
will be part of a partition of unity isolating the trace of (A + z2)-’ near 
x =O.] With such a #, we find the following derivatives at x=0: 
02(0, () = cp(0 2 () = 0 
fJ$2)(0, [) = -4b(O) /on’4 cos 0c([ sin 0) e({ cos 0) &I 
oi3)(0, () = -W(O) lt’4 c(( sin 6) K2(c cos 0) P(sin 0, cos 0) d0 
for some polynomial P. This generates a term of type (Ia) 
-2z-3b(O) cc 
j j 
7d4 C2cos 0c(l sin 0) c(C cos (9) dtl d[ 
0 0 
plus others in zP4,... which combine with terms from later integrals in the 
Neumann series (4.4). 
The asymptotic expansion of c2 as [ + co can be derived from the 
expansions of 1” and KY. The part of the integral in (4.5) for 0 < 6 < rr/8 is 
O(ewcici), since for jarg LJ < rc/2 -E 
If(( sin 13) c([ cos 19) = O(e-c’~‘(cose-si”~)). 
So as c-+co 
x [#(r cos 0) b(r sin 0) + qi(r sin 0) b(r cos t?)] de. 
Integrate by parts, integrating e-2r@‘se~ sin’)( cos 0 + sin 0): 
This generates a term of type (Ib) 
-zp3 lo* g q5(r/&) b(r/fi) re3dr 
and another of type (1~) 
zF3 ln z( -i!7(0)). 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
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The other terms in (4.4) can he similarly analyzed, thus showing that the 
trace of q5(,4 +z’)-’ has the form 
J 
a3 u(x, z) dx 
0 
for a symbol CJ as in Section 1 above. The terms analyzed above in Sec- 
tions 3 and 4 give the expansion 
tr(#(A +z*)-‘)-z-i J om;qqx)dx+z-*#(o) c ) 
-; +r3qY(o)c”+ .** 
-2z-3b(O) cc J J TV4 l*cos tlc( [ sin 0) e(c cos 0) de d[ 0 0 
+z-3 co J[ -y x&x) -; b(x) (6(x) 1 x-3dx 0 
+zP3hz -i&O) +O(zd41nz) 
c ) 
=z -1~o~;qqx)dx+z-3jom(-+qx)a(x)x-2dx 
+(ze3 In z)( -u’(O)/4) + O(ze4 ln z) (4.8) 
assuming that 4(x) = 1 for x near 0. In particular, there is a zP3 ln z term if 
u’(0) # 0, as noted by Briining [l]. 
Remark. The expansion (4.4) gives the kernel k(x, y) of (A + z*)-i as 
z + a~ For x = JJ # 0, this kernei can be expanded by the standard (and 
simpler) method in [7]. Hence the terms of types (Ib) and (Ic) might be 
determined more easily using the simpler expansion. However, those in (Ia) 
cannot be obtained this way-the successive terms in the classical expan- 
sion can all be written in the form rr(x, xz), but each such u(x, [) has a sim- 
ple zero at x = 0, so each contributes to the z-* term in (Ia). 
5. UHLMANN'S EXPANSION 
Uhlmann [8] gives an asymptotic expansion for an integral 
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where UE C;(F), gE C:(P), and 
is a non-degenerate quadratic form. In this case 
4(R) = 1 g(Rd) dtI 6 C:(R’) 
is an even function, and we can write (5.1) as 
where 
(5.3) 
The exponential series give an expansion as < + co, and p is bounded. So p 
is a symbol, and from (5.3) and (Ia)-( I(s) has an expansion 
Since 4 is even, it follows that yk = 0 unless k = 1 mod 4. And from (5.3), 
p-j = 0 unless j is even. So the expansion involves only integer powers P 
and srn ln s. 
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